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This report is produced by OCHA Iraq in collaboration with humanitarian partners. It covers the period from 13 December – 19 December. 
Due to the rapidly changing situation it is possible that the numbers and locations listed in this report may no longer be accurate. The next 
report will be issued on or around 4 January 2015.
 

Highlights 

 Ongoing conflict in Anbar, Ninewa, Salah al-

Din and Diyala has triggered new 

displacement.  

 23,000 individuals have moved to camps 

across Iraq in less than a month from other 

shelter types (including unfinished and 

abandoned buildings). 

 Reports continue to be received of IDPs being 
prevented access to safe areas of Kirkuk, 
Sulaymaniyah, Erbil and to Khanaqin City in 
Diyala Governorate.  

 Less than one third of the 12 million litres of 

kerosene promised for IDPs in the Kurdistan 

Region of Iraq (KR-I) has been distributed.  

 

 

Situation Overview 
As a result of the ongoing conflict between Iraqi forces and armed groups, people continue to face displacement, 
primarily in Anbar, but also from and within Kirkuk, Ninewa, Salah al-Din, and Diyala governorates. In Kirkuk, 
there has been an overall increase of 10,190 newly displaced individuals (4,920 individuals in Daquq and 5,270 
individuals in Kirkuk Centre districts). An additional 2,200 individuals displaced from Anbar have also been 
recorded as enhanced coverage this week by field reporting teams led to the identification of people that were 
displaced from Salah al-Din, al Alam and Baiji areas. Further information regarding their shelter arrangements is 
presently being validated. For Salah al-Din, humanitarian partners have verified an increase of 2,550 individuals 
in Fares District owing to continued violence in al Alam area, as well as recent clashes in Balad District.  
 
Fighting broke out this week on the outskirts of Al Baghdadi in Heet District (Anbar Governorate), including the 
villages of Zkhekha, Al Doullap, and Al Mahbobyah, resulting in civilian deaths and further displacement. Several 
young people were taken prisoners, while the rest fled either walking to the nearby desert or by road to the city of 
Haditha. Al Baghdadi is now reportedly in a critical situation, experiencing shortages of basic food items, 
according to humanitarian partners. Field monitors also report a shortage of medicines. The primary health 
centres cannot treat most of the urgent cases, including injuries and delivering babies. Authorities enforced a 
curfew restricting population movement. Clashes also occurred in strategic villages on the east-west corridor 
between Ramadi and Heet. As a result of this upsurge in fighting, additional displacements were identified. As in 
Al Baghdadi, the displaced families report lack of shelter, food and non-food items, in addition to significant gaps 
in kerosene and access to healthcare. Field monitors verified a total of 480 families, approximately 2,880 people, 
displaced from Al Baghdedi in Heet District and from Ramadi. Most displaced people have found shelter within 
local communities, although a small number are sheltering in informal settlements, schools and unfinished 
buildings. Access to these areas continues to be hampered by ongoing insecurity.  
 
The Camp Coordination and Camp Management Cluster report (14 December) shows a current camp population 

IDP children in a camp in Dahuk Governorate  
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of over 127,600 people in the Kurdistan Region of Iraq (KR-I) spread across 13 camps. Over two weeks, over 
23,000 displaced individuals moved into camps from other shelter types (including abandoned and unfinished 
buildings). Nationwide, the total camp population now stands at over 160,700 people, with 26 camps open, 
including two informal ones. At the same time, the collective centre population in Erbil has not changed 
significantly. 
 
The Government-built Mam Al Yan IDP camp in Dahuk Governorate is now open. The camp is not finished with 
some WASH issues still pending. Esian Camp, which opened last week, already accommodates 1,150 families. 
Now that schools have been vacated in Dahuk, the next phase of prioritisation for relocation into camps are IDPs 
residing in public and abandoned buildings inside Dahuk City.  
 
According to Diyala Governorate representatives, the towns of Saadia and Jalawla have been recaptured from 
ISIL by security forces and are said to be safe for returns. However, IDPs are reluctant to return due to destroyed 
buildings and improvised explosive device (IED) contamination. As people are unwilling to move, support for 
winterisation items for IDPs is still urgently needed in Sulaymaniyah. A meeting was organised on 11 December, 
at the request of the Governor of Diyala, for UN agencies working with IDPs in Khanaqin (Diyala Governorate), 
attended by the Governor of Diyala, Mayor of Khanaqin, other government representatives and UN agencies. The 
Governor of Diyala highlighted the need for more attention and support from UN agencies to IDPs in Khanaqin 
and Diyala. The local government will identify land in Khanaqin to build a camp that can host all IDPs in one 
location.  
 
Protection monitors report that security forces manning checkpoints continue to prevent access into Khanaqin for 
certain displaced people fleeing from the other districts of Diyala Governorate, with the exception of some 
vulnerable families. A similar situation was reported in Kirkuk where 100 IDP families were reportedly denied 
passage to return to their homes in Anbar Governorate. Protection actors continue to monitor the situation at 
entry points, particularly in Kirkuk, to ensure access by IDPs and freedom of movement.   
 
Of the 12 million litres of kerosene promised by the Government of Iraq for IDPs in the KR-I, 5.75 million litres 
have been received by the Dahuk Governorate. To date, the local government distributed 3.75 million to IDPs, 
while distributions in Erbil and Sulaymaniyah have not yet started, due to delays with transport contracts. These 
governorates have received 1.5 million litres (Erbil) and 500,000 litres (Sulaymaniyah). The total commitment of 
12 million litres is nevertheless insufficient to meet the needs of all IDPs. Experts suggest the target would 
normally be around 600 litres per family for the winter. Thus, 96 million liters are required to benefit all IDP 
families in the KR-I. To help fill the gap, some humanitarian actors are supplementing the government 
distributions by providing targeted distributions to the vulnerable. 
 
A July-August assessment by UN agencies, NGOs and government actors shows 76 per cent of respondents 
reported behaviour changes in displaced children since the crisis, according to an inter-agency child protection 
assessment published this week. The most common behaviour change was unusual crying and screaming with 
66 per cent seeing this change for girls and 49 per cent for boys. Key sources of stress include lack of food; 
attacks; lack of shelter; being unable to attend school; being unable to return home; and being separated from 
friends. The report recommends an increased provision of psychosocial and psychological support, as well as 
better information sharing about the services available and how to access them. Family-centred and community-
based approaches to child protection are also recommended.  
 

Humanitarian Response 

 Water, Sanitation and Hygiene  

Needs: 

 There are urgent needs among IDPs for NFIs (hygiene kits) as well as water heaters for winterisation to 
alleviate suffering due to harsh cold weather as well as for good hygiene.  
 

Response: 

 Central and Southern Zones:  
o 800 IDP families were provided with 80 basic water family kits in Basrah. 
o Water trucking is ongoing with a daily amount of 220,700 litres delivered covering the needs of over 

1,800 IDPs families (approximately 10,950 individuals) in Ramadi. 
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o Also in Ramadi, 5,000 IDP families (over 28,000 individuals) participated in hygiene promotion 
sessions  

 Kirkuk: 
o The 1,500 families in Laylan IDP Camp were provided with access to safe water through construction 

of water networks, installation of two elevated tanks of 20,000 litres each, installation and connection 
of 72 water tanks (5,000 litres) and 10 (10,000 litres), construction of 93 concrete base, and casing of 
two boreholes. Laylan Camp was also provided with access to safe sanitation through installation of 
over 450 prefabricated latrines & showers, digging of over 280 cesspools for black and grey water, 
construction of over 120 concrete bases, construction of storm water network; 

o Laylan Camp was provided with hygiene materials from; as were over 190 IDP families in Ebadat 
village, and over 120 IDP families in Yahyawah Camp; and 

o 1,650 families (over 8,500 individuals) in new and old Aliywah and Baher Taza were provided with 
access to safe water through daily water trucking of 208,000 litres.   

 Sulaymaniyah: Over 680 IDP families in Arbat transit camp have access safe water through daily water 
trucking of 108,000 liters; improved hygiene, through garbage collection; and improved sanitation through the 
installation of latrines and showers, with a total of 180 latrines and 176 showers to date. 

Gaps & Constraints: 

 Garbage collection service has been indicated to be a top priority in several newly populated camps. 
 

 Food Security 

Needs: 

 Around 80,000 households across host communities in Erbil and Dahuk governorates, and in conflict-affected 
and government-controlled areas in the Governorates of Ninewa, Salah al-Din, Diyala, Kirkuk and Anbar are 
in need of agricultural assistance such as wheat seeds and fertilizers, animal feed and pulse seeds for food 
production and livelihoods support. 

 
Response: 

 Since 1 December, over 230,500 individuals have received food assistance in Erbil, Dahuk, Sulaymanyiah, 
Kirkuk, Diyala, Basrah, Missan, and Wassit governorates. Of which 60,300 received voucher-based food 
assistance.  

 Cluster partners began food voucher distribution in Sulaymaniyah Governorate, starting with Darbandikhan 
District on 14 December. Over 3,200 people are being targeted for food voucher assistance in the area. This 
is the third governorate in which the food voucher programme has been rolled out to assist displaced people. 

 A detailed assessment for Anbar Governorate on food security, agriculture and livelihoods is being conducted 
to understand the impact of the current conflict on host and IDP communities and determine their priority 
needs. 

 Over 13,700 wheat producing families were assisted with wheat seeds and fertilizers for the winter planting 
season in the governorates of Ninewa, Salah al-Din, Dahuk, Erbil and Diyala. Around 42,500 households 
including low income and vulnerable farmer households in Wassit, Dahuk, Salah al-Din, and Ninewa 
governorates, and displaced and low income host community households in Dahuk, Erbil, Salah al-Din, 
Ninewa and Diyala, are targeted for assistance with cash-for-work, vegetable seed and poultry distribution for 
backyard agriculture production, and assistance in animal disease prevention.  

 Animal feed was distributed in Diyala Governorate for small ruminants. Essential veterinary vaccines were 
also delivered to the KR-I’s veterinary authority.  

 The first ever cash-for-work program in Iraq is starting in Diyala Governorate, creating temporary employment 
for IDPs and host families in the crisis-affected areas. The program will rehabilitate communal assets and 
repair damaged agriculture-related infrastructure, benefitting 1,050 unskilled and semi-skilled men and 
women. Cash-for-work assessments are ongoing in Dahuk and Ninewa governorates.  

 
Gaps & Constraints: 

 Cluster partners are working around security constraints by working with local NGOs, who continue to have a 
presence and can operate in areas controlled by armed groups.  
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 Shelter and Non-Food items 

Needs: 

 Providing shelter and winterised NFIs for the most vulnerable IDPs remains one of the most critical 
humanitarian needs. As the IOM DTM team and the cluster have refined their data analysis for shelter types, 
and displacement continues, the new data show that the number of IDP families that need NFI and Shelter 
support has increased significantly in camps (from nearly 11,600 to over 27,200), unfinished/abandoned 
buildings (from nearly 50,400 to over 58,000) and informal settlements (from 8,840 to nearly 11,900) across 
the country. 
 

Response:  

 Kerosene, NFI and Shelter distributions are ongoing. Partners completed shelter kit distribution for 100 IDP 
families living in unfinished buildings while distribution is still ongoing for another 75 families in the KR-I. Over 
1,200 IDP families received NFI kits and mattresses in the KR-I. Mattress distribution is still ongoing for 600 
IDPs families in Shekh Langar (Sulaymaniyah). 

 Shelter distributions have helped to relocate over 9,000 IDP families out of schools and religious buildings.  

 Cluster partners also conducted assessments to better appreciate the needs of vulnerable IDP families and 
new arrivals in the KR-I. 

 Kerosene distribution is been planned by a partner for 5,000 families in Sulaymaniyah but this will not cover 
every family in need.  

 

Gaps & Constraints: 

 In the KR-I, there has been increasing concern that locations in some of the Disputed Internal Boundary 
areas, and locations lying in between the governorate hubs, such as Akre, are not being adequately 
supported, in terms of shelter, NFI and other humanitarian support. 

Camp Coordination and Camp Management  

Needs: 

 A centralised and coordinated camp mapping information system is required to best address gaps and 
duplications within the camp-based response, as several parallel information flows currently exist.  

 Capacity development of newly trained camp managers remains a high priority. 
 

Response:  

 Mapping of gaps in formal camps in Dahuk is ongoing to ensure continuity of services into 2015. 

 CCCM mentoring initiatives are being set up to be rolled out in early 2015. An additional cohort of future camp 
managers is anticipated to be trained by the Dahuk Governorate by the end of the year. 

 IDPs continue to be transferred to the new camps by Dahuk Governorate authorities from unfinished 
buildings.  
 

Gaps & Constraints:  

 Gaps in dissemination of basic information continue to be identified by partners and beneficiaries in Dahuk 
camps. 

 Discrepancies in standards, types and quality of shelters and services are anticipated to cause challenges 
among camp-based residents in the coming months. 

 

 Protection 

Needs: 

 There are reports of an increase in detention of IDPs in both camps and non-camp locations, reportedly due 
to a growing mistrust on the part of local authorities and communities towards IDPs arriving from areas under 
ISIL control. These reports underscore the need for protection actors to be prepared for an increasing 
demand for legal and physical protection by affected IDP families across the country. The Prime Minister has 
also issued an executive order emphasising the rule of law, particularly on arrest and detention by the 
competent authority. 
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Response: 

 Through on-going protection monitoring, protection needs assessments covering over 776,000 individuals 
have been conducted since February countrywide. Of these, over 21,000 cases have been approved for cash 
assistance, 38,250 cases received legal assistance, and referrals have been made for over 12,000 people 
with specific needs.  

 Protection teams in Nassriya District met with Government of Iraq’s Ministry of Displacement and Migration 
(MoDM) in Thi-Qar Governorate to review the situation of new displacement to the governorate and discuss 
the major challenges and urgent needs of IDPs.  

 Mobile registration teams have registered over 2,500 families and almost 12,000 individuals in Sulaymaniyah 
over the last week. Mobile protection teams have facilitated the registration of five cases with the Kurdistan 
Regional Government’s Bureau of Displacement and Migration (BDM), who were previously unable to register 
as they were missing certain key documents. Mobile protection teams in Sulaymaniyah continue to identify 
vulnerable IDPs, including IDPs at risk of domestic violence, those without sufficient shelter and those facing 
restrictions on their freedom of movement. The mobile teams have worked to identify solutions to such cases 
including advocacy with the authorities, assisting IDPs to move to camps, whilst legal teams in the 
Governorate provided legal consultation to 24 beneficiaries and legal aid to 16 cases. 

 

 Education 

Needs: 

 Over 500 schools are still being used as shelters by IDPs across Iraq and 130 schools remain occupied by 
military forces countrywide. 

 With increases in the number of IDPs, the number of children requiring access to education across Iraq has 
also increased, especially in non-camp settings. With such a large number of out-of-school children requiring 
additional learning support, informal education programs engaging communities and youth should be scaled 
up while schools for formal education are being established. 

 There is also a significant shortage of desks for schools being established in camps. The Dahuk Department 
of Education estimated that IDP camp schools require more than 9,000 school desks. 

 
Response: 

 Minor repairs and cleaning have been completed in over 130 schools recently evacuated by IDPs 
countrywide. This work is providing access to learning spaces for over 95,000 host community children 
affected by the crisis.  

 A partner has recently been donated over 130 caravans to be installed for education purposes across Erbil 
Governorate. This will enable the establishment of 10 schools and provide access to education to over 8,000 
children in camp and non-camp settings. 

 Construction is ongoing for an additional 25 pre-fabricated schools in camps and non-camp settings across 
the KR-I. Expected to be completed by February 2015, these schools will provide additional learning space to 
21,000 children. 

 A training of trainers program on Education in Emergencies, psychosocial support and community 
mobilisation has been conducted for three teachers from Dahuk and five from Erbil. On completion these 
teachers will train other teachers in 19 schools across the KR-I. 
 

Logistics 

Response: 

 The Logistics Cluster funded an airlift from Dubai with winterisation items that arrived 15 December. One 
further airlift is in the planning phase with winterised tents, planned to arrive in early January. 

 Palletised clothing in Dahuk has been dispatched as of 16
 
December. A consignment of education supplies is 

in storage awaiting dispatch. 

 The Logistics Cluster has provided flight and validation documents—as per airport security requirements—for 
three airlifts from Lahore to Erbil containing 3,600 winter kits. As of reporting, 7 of 8 flights have arrived in 
Erbil. The last flight is scheduled to arrive 20

 
December.  
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Background on the crisis 

Since the fall of Mosul on 9 June, armed groups (AGs), including Ba’athists, tribal militias and members of the former 
regime/military, along with the Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant (ISIL), have taken control of large swathes of Iraq’s 
provinces of Ninewa, Salah al-Din and Diyala. The cities of Mosul, Tikrit, Telafar, Beiji, Quayyara, Sinjar, Suleiman Bek, 
Heet, Rashad, Hawiga, Riyadh, Falluja and Saqlawiyah, are currently under armed group control. Since January much of 
Anbar has been under ISIL control. This has led to massive internal displacement. Iraq is now contending with one of the 
largest internally displaced populations in the world; over 2 million have been displaced since January this year. 
 

Emergency Telecommunications Cluster 

Needs: 

 The humanitarian community in Iraq has requested emergency IT and telecommunications services from the 
Emergency Telecommunications Cluster (ETC). The provision of radio services in major cities will improve 
the safety and security of humanitarian staff on the ground, while the provision of internet services in camps 
will allow organisations to communicate and coordinate operations more effectively.   

 
Response: 

 An ETC team of telecommunication specialists has deployed additional channels for the digital radio network, 
and re-configured the UNAMI repeater in Sulaymaniyah. This will provide increased analog and digital radio 
coverage to the humanitarian community in that area.  

 ETC is providing radio training in sessions organised on a regular basis by UNAMI. 

 VHF radios for UN staff are being programmed to a common ETC standard to enhance coordination and to 
fully utilise the increased radio coverage.  

 To date there are over 130 registered users of the ETC wireless internet connectivity system which has been 
made available to all humanitarian organisations in three key operational areas: Domiz and Arbat camps, as 
well as a transit camp near Arbat.   

  
Gaps and constraints: 

 Flight options for the importation of large amounts of vital ICT equipment remain limited, delaying deployment 
of humanitarian ICT services. 

 There is still a lack of radio frequencies in Erbil. UNAMI, on behalf of the ETC, has requested more from the 
government and approval is pending. 

 
 

General Coordination 
 
The Central Emergency Response Fund (CERF) has approved a complete submission of eleven projects for 
seven agencies working on Shelter/NFI, Health, WASH, Protection and Food Security. The approved projects 
amount to US$14.9 million for a coordinated response to newly displaced people in Kirkuk, Sulaymaniyah, Diyala 
(mainly Khanaqin and Kifri) and Anbar.  

For further information, please contact: 

Barbara Manzi, Head of Office, manzi@un.org, 

Mobile Iraq: +964 (0) 750 312 9201 

David Swanson, Public Information Officer, swanson@un.org 

Mobile Iraq: +964 (0) 750 377 0849 

For more information, please visit https://iraq.humanitarianresponse.info 
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